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Aspect frameless glass office fronts 

provide a modern, sophisticated 

solution for creating beautiful, natural-

light filled spaces that foster visibility 

and transparency to promote human 

connection while also providing superior 

acoustic performance and privacy.

An Elegant 
Solution
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With uniform trim and frameless panels, Aspect can create 

defined spaces supporting a wide range of applications such as 

conference rooms, private offices, and touchdown spaces, while 

remaining light in aesthetic.

A Refined 
Portfolio
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Minimal
Aesthetic

The Aspect frameless glass wall system offers an elegant solution, 

creating offices and conference rooms with lineal trim that is uniform 

on all sides. This design reduces scrap, simplifies installation, and 

ensures a consistent visual aesthetic.
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The physical workplace is the embodiment of a company’s culture and 

the people who work within it. It’s where individuals and teams thrive, 

together or alone, to achieve business goals and build community. 

Aspect frameless glass walls remove solid barriers, creating a sense of 

openness while promoting accessibility, allowing for adjacent teams to 

have a line of sight to leadership, project work, and team activities.

Integral to Your 
Workspace
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Hardware options

Cylindrical Lever Ladder Pull Mortise Lever Mortise Lever,
Title 24

All pull hardware is 

available in black or 

silver, with passage and 

locking options.

Although the colors reproduced in this brochure were  matched with care, they may vary 
from the actual finish. When color is critical, please obtain a physical sample.

Designer 
White

Loft

Satin 
Anodized 
Aluminum

SilverMatte GoldDesigner 
White High 
Gloss 65

Pebble Brownstone

SageDune Cove Harbor CarbonParchment Solar Black

FlintFossil

Night Bronze

Cinder

Pyrite

Trim Finish Options

A wide selection of glass and paint options are available online at allsteeloffice.com.

Glass offered in ½” thickness, with tempered and laminated options and STC ratings up to 39.

Aspect Statement of Line

Frameless
Glass

Sliding
Door

Swing
Door

Aspect Sliding Door

Aspect contains recycled content 
and uses recyclable materials.

For more sustainability details, 
visit allsteeloffice.com


